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Abstract 

The Jisc-funded UK Research Information Shared Service (UKRISS) project investigated the reporting of research information 
across the UK HE sector and assessed the feasibility of a national infrastructure based on CERIF with the objective of increasing 
the efficiency, productivity and reporting quality across the sector. A core reporting profile was developed that would enable 
harmonised reporting on RCUK-funded research, taking into account the HE-BCI survey as well as REF reporting elements. In 
this paper we describe the UKRISS modelling approach and provide some insight into the UKRISS reporting objects to support 
understanding of their formal CERIF representations, i.e. the selection of underlying CERIF entities; the challenges with 
managing objects and aggregations in CERIF. Example data extracts demonstrate the work. 
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1. Introduction and Background 

This paper presents some of the findings of a feasibility and proof-of-concept study into the reporting of research 
information at a national level within the UK, based on CERIF. The study1 was carried out by the Jisc-funded UK 
Research Information Shared Service (UKRISS) project2. 

The reporting of research information is a complex and expensive activity for research organisations. The 
primary focus of UKRISS was reporting on research projects to the seven government-funded research councils 
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within the RCUK umbrella organisation. Each council has responsibility for a specific area of research, such as 
engineering and science (EPSRC) or medical (MRC), and budgets are managed largely autonomously. In the past 
several years, five of the research councils (AHRC, BBSRC, EPSRC, ESRC, NERC) have implemented an in-house 
Current Research Information System (CRIS) called the Research Outcomes System (ROS), whereas the remaining 
two (MRC and STFC) deployed a commercial CRIS called Research Fish. The research information gathered by the 
RCUK funders is used for a variety of purposes. These include demonstration to government of the impact and 
value of the funded activities, scoping of future funding programmes and public dissemination. 

The data models used across, and even within the reporting systems are substantially different for a number of 
reasons. At the highest level, the research councils often have their own business objectives for the information 
fields collected and the way it should be prioritised. There are substantial differences related to the specific 
disciplines such as the relevance of commercial exploitation of the outputs and differing terminology. Even where 
there is close alignment of the reporting fields, there are detailed semantic differences that make it difficult to 
combine and reuse information gathered. Another significant difference between the ROS and Research Fish 
approaches is that Research Fish relies primarily on direct entry by project PIs, whereas ROS has increasingly 
moved to harvest information from institutional systems. The data quality of the research information is in some 
areas a major concern, particularly with the heavy reliance on manual data entry.  

As well as the seven government-funded Research Councils (RCUK), a large amount of public research in the 
UK is funded by charities as well as private organisations. The fields collected relating to research outputs tend to 
overlap with the information collected by research councils. However, there are also differences. For example, 
charities tend to place a greater focus on impact narratives that can be used to support future fund-raising. 

Research information is also collected approximately every six years in the UK by HEFCE for the large scale 
national research assessments known as the Research Excellence Framework (REF). HESA also collect for the 
annual HE-BCI knowledge transfer survey. Both of these were referenced in the harmonisation analysis. 

The European Commission is a major funder of research in the UK, but was not in the scope of the current study.  
Although UKRISS was focused on research information reporting within the UK, the lack of harmonisation 

between reporting requirements is also an issue in other countries with multiple funding agencies. For example, 
Germany has recently launched a project3 that aims to investigate harmonisation of national reporting. Smaller 
countries such as Norway4 and the Czech Republic5 have less complex funding models and have demonstrated the 
value and efficiency savings of being able to report and analyse research information at a national level.  

The initial remit of the UKRISS project was to assess the feasibility of a national reporting infrastructure. A 
wide-ranging feasibility study was conducted involving interviews with a representative sample of over forty 
stakeholders from across the sector including funders, institutions, government bodies, umbrella bodies, CRIS 
vendors and charity funders. A detailed summary of the finding of the study is described in1. The study explored the 
drivers for harmonisation and requirements for a national reporting infrastructure. The study made three main 
recommendations: 

1. Specification, standardisation and adoption of a core CERIF profile for reporting of research information in 
UK HEIs. 

2. Implementation of a national reporting infrastructure and associated shared services to facilitate the 
exchange of research information between IT systems within institutions, funders and statutory bodies. 

3. Provision of benchmarking tools that enable comparison and analysis of research information generated by 
multiple organisations for management information purposes. 

It is important to make the distinction between reporting services and a reporting system. Stakeholders were not 
in favour of a national reporting system for a number of reasons. In particular, substantial investments in 
infrastructure by funders, institutions and government have already been made and there was a wish that any 
solution should interoperate with these existing systems rather than replacing them.  

Recommendation 1 was considered to be a fundamental prerequisite for implementing recommendations 2 and 3. 
At the same time, there was a need both to demonstrate the feasibility of a national infrastructure as well as some of 
the potential benefits such as demonstration of enhanced benchmarking and business intelligence functionalities. 

With respect to recommendation 1, UKRISS defined the full profile as an aggregation of all reporting fields 
collected by an agreed set of sector bodies such as the research councils. The core profile is defined as a set of fields 
that are common or sufficiently similar in order to be mapped to a single reporting field. The main aim of the 
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modelling work was to investigate the degree to which harmonisation between initially the RCUK reporting fields 
could be achieved, to highlight areas where there were significant discrepancies and the reasons for those 
differences, and where possible to make suitable harmonised definitions.  

The Common European Research Information Format (CERIF) was used as the basis for the harmonisation 
work6,7. CERIF has emerged as the preferred format for expressing research information across Europe8,9,10, and was 
recommended for adoption by the UK HE sector by the Jisc-funded EXRI-UK report of 200911. Since then CERIF 
has been piloted for specific applications, but not as a format for reporting requirements across all UK research 
organisations. Although CERIF allows for a formal description of the UKRISS reporting model, it does not initially 
provide all the semantics; i.e. object boundary specifications and applicable vocabularies. The UKRISS project has 
been working closely with the UK chapter of CASRAI, to move towards a standardised set of vocabularies, which 
are also aligned as far as possible with international conventions12. 

The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 contains an analysis of the approach to 
harmonisation of the RCUK reporting fields and the UKRISS core profile. Section 3 describes validation tools that 
were developed to demonstrate the value of the core profile for improving data quality. In section 4, we describe the 
UKRISS Crosswalk connector that provides a lightweight tool for extracting information from multiple institutional 
IT systems, packaging the information in CERIF format and mapping to a reporting template, which can then be 
transferred to a funder reporting system. Section 5 presents the lessons learned and section 6 the summary and 
conclusions. 

2. The UKRISS Approach 

Figure 1 reflects the UKRISS modelling and harmonisation approach starting from the bottom-up with the ROS 
and ResearchFish models, and continuing top-down with the introduction of an upper reporting level with concepts 
such as Research Output, Research Transfer, Research Outcome, Research Impact, and Measurement. The upper-
level concepts as well as an anticipated use case “institution submits report to funder” guided the development of 
harmonised reporting objects in the UKRISS profile. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 1. UKRISS Modelling Approach: bottom-up first / top-down second. 
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Reporting records are instantiations of UKRISS reporting objects and assignments to upper level reporting 
concepts do not necessarily follow a linear process or sequence. In practice, a clear or single assignment also varies 
according to the use case. For example, an institution could view Staff Development as a Measurement whereas 
funders view it as a Research Outcome. Different and multiple assignments may thus be required or even suggested 
in support of and depending on multiple stakeholder viewpoints. Figure 1 anticipates a funder’s viewpoint.  

2.1. Harmonisation Analysis 

UKRISS defines harmonisation as ‘semantic similarity’ between comparable entities where entities can be 
objects, fields or applicable vocabularies. Similarity at field level would for example be given with Volume or 
Volume Number, or likewise with Publication Type and Type of Publication within the boundaries of the reporting 
object Publication. Figure 2 illustrates harmonisation degrees between ROS (blue) and Research Fish (red) reporting 
objects before (green) and after (purple) the introduction of the UKRISS model. The harmonised UKRISS reporting 
objects count less string fields and apply a number of relationships instead. Following a CERIF structure this implies 
the use – and in an optimum case, the re-use – of controlled vocabularies (turquois), and unique identifiers such as 
e.g. DOI and ORCID.  

 
Fig. 2. ROS/RF 

reporting object 
harmonisation degrees 
through UKRISS (for 

selected objects). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
UKRISS investigated inherent and potential degrees of harmonisation within the mentioned UK reporting 

systems and suggested a gradual approach towards harmonisation guided by conceptual clarity and structural 
changes in support of sustainability, technological standardisation and use of shared identifiers. In addition to 
existing reporting objects, UKRISS introduces Dataset and Event as new reporting objects, and recommends that a 
future Impact object should allow for the recording and time tracking beyond project boundaries. Furthermore 
Equipment and Education should be added as future reporting objects to bridge gaps with Higher Education 
reporting and Research Infrastructures.  

Before any implementation UKRISS recommends a clear harmonisation of underlying business requirements 
across the sector – involving a maximum number of key stakeholders to guide the priorities and the approach 
towards implementation of proposed extensions – and the rules that apply.  

2.2. Core Information Reporting Profile 

The introduced UKRISS Core Information Reporting Profile upper level reporting concepts were understood as 
follows (inspired by the ATN approach)13:  
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• Research Output: Tangible results describing what was done during research. 
• Research Transfer: Engagement with end-users during research activity period. 
• Research Outcome: Changes arising from output; invention or change in approaches to how people behave.  
• Research Impact: Value-added achieved improvements. 
• Measurement: Yet to be defined following agreed indicators. Considered important for future comparison 

amongst data users and data producers.  
 
The entire UKRISS Reporting Profile and its underlying CERIF aggregations are presented in figure 3, where 

reporting types are subsumed by record types; that is, Publication is subsumed under Research Output, Spin-Out and 
Further Funding is subsumed under Research Outcome. 

Fig. 3. UKRISS Core Research Information Reporting Profile in CERIF including aggregations 
representing the use case “institution submits report to funder”. 

 
Figure 3 reflects the use case through the top two CERIF organisation entities cfOrganisationUnit with arrows 

showing the information flow through a report object – an aggregation of multiple CERIF entities and vocabularies 
– from an institution to a funder. This ukriss:report object in figure 3 aggregates all UKRISS reporting objects and 
vocabularies, while each UKRISS reporting object is itself an aggregation of CERIF entities and vocabularies.  

The entire UKRISS Core Information Reporting Profile is available in an Excel sheet from the UKRISS project 
website: http://ukriss.cerch.kcl.ac.uk/, with CERIF mappings for each reporting object. More detailed 
documentation is provided with the final UKRISS report and CERIF XML example files for each UKRISS reporting 
object14. Where Research Output objects such as Publication, Dataset, Intellectual Property, Event, or Award are 
explicit entities in the CERIF model – namely cfResultPublication, cfResultProduct, cfResultPatent, cfEvent, cfPrize 
– this is not the case with Research Transfer objects or Research Outcome objects, which are modelled as 
cfResultProduct in a first instance, while aggregating functionally related entities in a second instance. For example, 
Staff Development is at first considered an outcome cfResultProduct and secondly a person and its aggregates. The 
same holds for Collaboration at first considered an outcome, cfResultProduct and secondly an organisation and its 
aggregates (see also figures 1 and 3). 
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2.3. Example UKRISS Reporting Object Extracts 

The UKRISS model anticipates the recommended harmonisation changes. Some example extracts of reporting 
objects in CERIF XML illustrate the underlying model and its implementation.  

 
 
 

 
Fig. 4. Aggregation of UKRISS 

Publication elements. 

 

<cfResPubl> 

 <cfResPublId>3-FA88911-722B-4B05-B5FF-590926D</cfResPublId> 

 <cfResPublDate>2012-10-01</cfResPublDate> 

 <cfTitle cfLangCode="en" cfTrans="o">Sonic prosthetics:   

   Exploring posthuman personal space in digit ..</cfTitle> 

… 

 <cfFedId>10.1386/padm.7.2.155_1</cfFedId> 

 <cfFedId_Class> 

  <cfClassId>cerif:doi-uuid</cfClassId> 

  <cfClassSchemeId>ukriss-object:federated-identifiers-uuid</cfClassSchemeId> 

 </cfFedId_Class> 

 <cfResPubl_Class> 

  <cfClassId>ukriss-object:publication-uuid</cfClassId> 

  <cfClassSchemeId>ukriss:record-types-uuid</cfClassSchemeId> 

… 

</cfResPubl> 

 
 

 

 
Fig. 5. Aggregation of UKRISS 

Collaboration elements. 

 

<cfResProd> 

 <cfResProdId>3--104514</cfResProdId> 

 <cfName cfLangCode="en" cfTrans="o">Role of the T-type calcium channel   

       in cardiac myocyte hypertrophy ...</cfName> 

… 

 <cfResProd_Class> 

  <cfClassId>ukriss-object:collaboation-uuid</cfClassId> 

  <cfClassSchemeId>ukriss:record-types-uuid</cfClassSchemeId> 

 </cfResProd_Class> 

 <cfResProd_Class> 

  <cfClassId>ukriss:outcome-uuid</cfClassId> 

  <cfClassSchemeId>ukriss:reporting-types-uuid</cfClassSchemeId> 

</cfResProd_Class> 

… 

</cfResProd> 

 
 
The modelling of the UKRISS reporting objects did not require any extensions to the CERIF model. However, it 

encouraged consideration of a more standardised / formal approach with respect to CERIF object boundary 
definitions and their application according to specified requirements or ‘business rules’. These will additionally 
support any related tool implementation and data validation. 

3. UKRISS Validation, Visualisation and Aggregation Tools 

UKRISS developed a number of practical proof-of-concept tools based on the core profile. These tools demonstrate 
the wider range and power of harmonised models to support research information interchange and reuse. 
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Harmonisation has the potential to improve data quality, enhance understanding through visualisation tools and 
enable advanced analytics through data aggregation. 

Validation is the process of ensuring compliance with the model and the quality of the data represented therein. 
Having a well-understood document format, with known data types in known fields (e.g. knowing when a field is 
supposed to be a date, and even what format the date should be represented in) means that generic validation 
software can be developed, which can then be used by and to the benefit of an organisation that works with the 
information. During the course of the UKRISS project a tool was developed to validate individual elements of the 
model (such as checking that an ISSN is an ISSN). It can also look up data in external data-sources and cross-
reference with the document being validated in support of consistency with the metadata across the community. 

 
Validated data records 

can then be visualised 
according to the UKRISS 
model based on formal 
CERIF (see figure 6). A 
well-structured and a well-
understood data model is 
also a pre-requisite for 
quality data aggregation.  

 
 
 
 

                     Fig. 6. Visualisation of a validated Publication record in CERIF. 

4. UKRISS Crosswalk Connector 

An open source connecter has been developed 
to extract research data from existing institutional 
systems, transform the data into the UKRISS 
CERIF format, and load the data securely to a 
location accessible by the external data recipient, 
e.g. the funding body as shown in figure 7. 

The guiding development principles were that 
it should be free to download, with a low barrier 
to entry in that it should be easy to install and 
intuitive to use without need for extensive 
technical resources or expertise, and thus be 
valuable not only to research intensive 
institutions, but also to smaller organisations.  
 

Fig. 7. Schematic of the Crosswalk Connector interfaces. 
 
One of the principal benefits of aggregating data from multiple sources derives from how effective this process is at 
highlighting errors and inconsistencies with source data. More information is available in the final report14. 

5. Lessons Learned 

We have demonstrated the feasibility and potential benefits of harmonised research reporting guided by a formal 
domain model for the multiple involved organisations in the research ecosystem. Such a model ensures the 
consistent usage and re-usage of defined reporting objects and sub-objects. All stakeholders need to participate in 
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the definition of requirements to ensure a conceptual clarity and as well support with the process of implementation, 
if harmonisation is to benefit the national, and subsequently the global research ecosystem. 

6. Summary and Conclusion 

Harmonised national research reporting can only be achieved through agreement between the stakeholders 
involved. Clearly defined requirements are the pre-requisite for sustainable conceptual descriptions and enable a 
consistent and valid implementation nationally and internationally. CERIF guided the harmonisation process by 
providing a research domain model that allows for the formal representation of any context, profile or object. 
However, CERIF needs to dedicate further thoughts (such as rules) towards formal definitions of contextual or 
object boundaries and their applicable vocabularies.  
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